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Experiences:
Parent-child outing
Board game
Ice cream outing
Play date with friends
Fun outing--museum, zoo, movie,
escape room, laser tag, arcade,
bowling, water park, amusement
park, regular park, go-carting,
ceramic painting place
Bike ride on a new or interesting
trail
Classes for the child or parent/child
classes--art, photography,
woodworking (some hardware
stores offer this)
Meal at a restaurant
Coffee shop for a fun drink and
danish
Cooking and/or baking together

this can include making the list
together and shopping together

Trip (day trip, weekend trip)
Special camp
Spa time--home spa, nails, masks,
facial, trip to nail salon
Bedroom makeover

Edible Treats:
Bakery, ice cream, frozen yogurt,
bubble tea, Icees, smoothies, Frosties

Other:
Host a party
Host a sleepover
Back-scratch
Head rub

Fun Passes:
Stay up late
No bath
No chores for a set amount of time
Extra dessert
Chooses what's for dinner
Plans an outing
Picks the movie
Chooses the TV show
Chooses the book
Chooses the restaurant

Tangible:
Toy or other age-appropriate item
Special item from store when behaving
while shopping

Activities:
Crafts
Painting
Play outside
Hide and go seek
Puzzles
Read together
Watch movie
Video games

Outdoor Fun:
sprinklers, sidewalk chalk
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NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES
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Leave an event (the park, a party) early
Write apology note
Send to bed early
Time out
Time away from friends
Grounding--afternoon, days, a week

Go to room for specific period of
time

Loss of toy for period of time
Extra chores

If mean to sibling, do sibling's
chores

No technology
No TV
No phone/device
No video games

No dessert
No back-scratch
No special item from store if
misbehaving
No special outings
Hot sauce on tongue
Lose any positive reward (experience,
treat, pass, tangible item, activity)
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Whenever possible,
use the positive

rewards to reinforce
behavior.

Keep in mind that the
negative

consequences can
be an inverse of

almost any positive
reward.


